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A conversation with FSU head coach Bobby Bowden in the Gridiron Report-p. 11
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UCF to display, ceiebrate
campus diversity week

•

by MA TT HENRY
Contributing writer

•
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Monday begins a week to
open minds, offer different perspectives on the world, be exposed to
other cultures and to see life from a
different pair of eyes.
On Monday, Diversity Week
begins at UCF with a "Diversity
Procession" around the Reflecting
Pond at l Oam and continues through
Sept. 30th.
Diversity Week's origins lie
in the Diversity Task Force assembled byUCFPresidentDr. John
Hitt. The task force serves as a means
of achieving a goals Dr. Hitt outlined upon taking the presidency of
UCF.
Now in its third year, Diversity Week presents an assortment of
programs designed to enlighten and
educate the university community,
ranging from issues of gender and
race, to physical disability and national origin.
Dr. Valerie King, of the Office of Diversity Initiatives, elaborated ~m the concept of diversity and
how it influences the goal of Diversity Week.
"There are some real misunderstandings about what diversity
is," said Dr. King. "I think we need
to understand diversity in two ways.
Diversity as a noun. People of all

walks of life, all backgrounds. Not
just ethnic minority individuals, and
not just women.
"It's important, and this is the
other aspect of diversity, is that we
look at diversity in addition to being
just the people, the make up of the
university, but also a process that
creates an environment so that we
can all work together and all develop to the best of our abilities."
This year's Diversity Week
offers a new selection of programs,
including speeches, video presentations and interactive activities, like
·the Wheelchair Slalom Course.
In this program, the difficulties of navigating a wheelchair
through daily obstacles encountered
by those who use wheelchairs are
iilustrated.
Other programs include an
international fair, a discussion of.
affirmative action, discussion of diverse religions and a speech by comedian Geri Jewell, the first _person
with a disability to be cast in a
television series, The Facts of Life.
"We want to show the
kind of diversity that exists at
UCF," said Dr. King. "We are
real hopeful that we have this
big group of people, and we
can get this sort of panoramic
view, tha·t we're just not talking exclusively about ethnicity
and gender."

Koestner increases student's
awareness on sexual assault
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Contributing writer

•

Katie Koestner told over 200
member of the UCF community
Monday how she became a victim
of date rape three week into her
freshman year at the College of
William and Mary.
The discussion kicked off the
6th Annual Sexual Assault Awarenes Week, pon ored by 13 campus organizations. Koestner told the
hushed crowd about the· 8ircumstances leading to the rape and her
experiences following the assault.
When hereportedtherapeto
chool officials, she was advised by
her dean to reconsider. He felt that
he and the young male tudent made
a cute couple and the dean hoped
they would get back together.
School official and local law
enforcement nember refu ed to
prosecute the young man. Eight
months later. he assaulted another

After speaking to members
of the UCF faculty and staff earlier
Monday, Koestner assured the audience she was "99 percent" certain
that a date rape victim would be
treated in a more considerate and
professional manneron UCF'scampus.
Mary Ann McCunn, th~ Victim Advocate for the UCF Police
Department, pointed out the need
for education and awareness.
Members attending a similar
event lastyearpa11icipated in a mock
trial involving date rape. At the end
of the trial, members of the audience
were divided into juries of 12 each.
Seven groups declared the defendant not guilty, two groups could
not reach a decision, and one reached
a verdict of guilty.
Many members of the campus fraternities and ororities attended Koestner's ta] k. And although
national stati tics report that a fraternity hou e is the most likely site
of a~ acquair;tance rape. McCunn
See koestner, page 4
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Koestner talks to students after her speech on Monday at the Student Center Auditorium.
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The following people have won tickets
TO RIDE THE US to the UCF vs. FSU football game:
•

I. Stephen Webster
2. Heidi Johnson
3. Randy Myers
4. Muffy Myers
5. Jen Clary

6. Kurt Kraus
7. David Brodie
8. Stephanie Brodie
9. Laura Bundy
I0. Scott Holbrook

16. Chuck Parrott
17. Debbie McDowell
18. Jennifer Breeland
19. Dionne Bryant
20. Brian Forson

21. Todd Scholl
22. Joel Lavoie
23. Andrew Compton
24. Jerry Grimes
25. Nick Coccoran

E E

I I.Kris Nighwonger
12. Sara Smith
13. Kim Folse
· 14. Katie Koper
15. Bill Smith
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campus asking,"Where's Loni?"
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Internet Access Special
for students. faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
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$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
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28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web
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by LARA GILLEY
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Greek columnist

• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI
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Most people think that partying is aJI that Greeks are abouc. Some
individuals do not realize the many other events that social Greek organizations
participate in. There is nothing wrong with having gatherings to get to know
·t:~:
your fellow students. That is all just part of college life. All students need to have
:;;:
'"-:::[: fun sometimes-to be able to handle the stress of college life. But one cannot
}
forget the reason we are here-to get an education.
If you do not keep above a 2.0 GPA you can get kicked out ofUCF and
:~:;
that will not do any of us any good, including the fraternities and sororities. This
~W, is why each chapter has various guidelines set up to help new freshman make
1 good grades. In many cases, the older members must maintain a certain GPA
11
l as well.Sororities and fraternities at UCF have thought ahead about maintaining
;~~
high GPA's. They do notwaitfor asisterorbrothertofall below the minimum,
t: and
then take action-they set up help before final grades are due.
·~:
Kappa Sigma feels that brothers can help brothers wher~ classes are
concerned. "If a pledge or brother is having a problem with a certain class or
subject, more than likely there is a brother who can help him ou1," states
~~I Stephen Wycoff, of Kappa Sigma.
~t
Sigma ranks in the top three for cumulative GPA at UCF. Wycoff
t said thatKappa
as
far
as their pledges are concerned, "we check their grades several
:f\!
::~;~
times
throughout
the semester because they cannot become a brother of Kappa
·:
::;:
Sigma unless they have a 2.0."
:;:;:
"You're not going to get initiated unless you are making the grades," says
lt:f
DJ Hamilton, a Sigma Chi. To aid its new pledges in achieving a 2.1,.Hamilton
@ explains,-"we have martdatory library hours. You have to put in .10 hours a
~;:
week-six our on your own, and four are with older brothers there to assist
:::::
you."
:::::
Sigma Alpha Epsilon requires a 2.2 to be initiated, and its scholarship
~t
;:
chair
actually
has a 4.0.
'
:::
Delta Upsilon has an extensive program when it comes to GP A's. They
~[~ ~
:::::
have "on your honor volunteer hours."
:::::
"We give you the chance to prove yourselfand if something goes wrong,
and you come to us and need help, we will put you with an older brother who
is in that same program and they help you by doing teamed up study hours."
explains Aaron Clevenger. The program must be working, because last
semester they won IFC' s Scholarship Program Award.
For two semesters running, Acacia has had the top GPA among the I 3
fraternities at UCF with a 2.8. Acacia President Bill Autio talks of how they
reward forhigherGPA's. "The higher the GPA, the less study hours they have
to do. They also get a reduction of dues for the highest GPA."
Greg Mason, the UCF Coordinator for Greek Affairs, says "the
sororities do very well with GPA's." In fact, five out of I I sororities have
over a 3.0 at UCF.
Alpha Delta Pi has had the highest GPA for seven semesters in a row.
Last spring, they were at 3.06. Rachel Schlitt, Alpha Delta Pi 's Scholarship
Chair, said, "We try to emphasize that you need to study."
The other sororities may wonder what their secret is exactly. Schlitt
explains how it works for ADP. "For officer.s, we try to make sure that
everyone has a 2.7. For sisters who are below a 2.8, we have honor study
hours. They don't have to be in our library or the school library because
everyone has their own plac_e that's easier for them to study ."
"Pi Beta Phi strives for Pi (3.14), it's a national thing," informs Paige
Hobbs, PBF vice-president of Mental Advancement. "My job is to make
sure that all our members maintain a GPA which our nationals recommend,
which is a 2.75. I do this through study hours and incentives," said Paige.
Pi Beta Phi also has speakers come to its meetings with tips on studying.
Many of you have been helpful with information for this column and
I thank you. If you did not see anything in here from you fraternity or
sorority, it is because no one has contacted me and I have had it with
knocking on doors down Greek row. Once again E-Mail me at
lgilley@skynet.oir.ucf.edu I need info on spom that each chapter participates in and opinions on why Greeks like participating in them or not. Also
be thinking about what Greeks do for UCF. Which member of your frat or
sorority does the most for UCF via CAB, SGA , etc. I would like to profile
one from each chapter in a future article. It could be you, so talk to me or
(
', I will ju t tartmaking up crazy stuff that starts rumors. Or just let me know (>---....iii..~
...__ _ _...,. if you would enjoy that more.
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$5 off Full Set of Nails
$39.95 1 month unlimited tanning
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1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO

365-9755
University Floral
& Gift Shoppe

BOSS'sDAY
OCT.16

YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS

BringAd in for
freesingle rose
bouquet ··

UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER

4250 ALAFAYA TR. ,OVIEDO, FL 32765
(Next to Border Cantina)

366-1177
We wire
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets
Anywhere!

.

Show Student ID and
Get a 10% Discount
'--~~~~~~~~~--1

IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE
• SILKS • BALLOONS • GIFTS
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS
• FLOOR PLANTS

World Wide Delivery
Prompt Delivery Service
Free Bridal Consultations

Oct. 21st

<Sweetest <Day
Every once_in a while, that special
someone needs a reminder
that they're special.

COUNSELOR/TEACHERS

THERE ARE REWARDS ...
See Us At The Campus Career Fair On
Tuesday, September 26, To Schedul.e An Interview!
If you enjoy the outdoors, are adept at
care experience/college degree are
preferred.
camping, hiking and sports activities.
and can positively influence people,
We offer a starting salary of
we invite you to pursue a
$16,500 and comprehensive
rewarding future as one of our
llll!llal•I benefits. including room and
CounselorfT eachers.
board, life/medical
insurance. and paid
As a leader in quality programs
vacations and holidays.
for youth-at-risk, we have
immediate LIVE-IN positions
For consideration. please call:
available in our year-round
Kenna Ashley at (800)
wilderness camps in FL. GA.
297-0572. Or send resume to:
NC, TN, RI. VT and NH. You'll be
ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH
a role model for troubled kids. lil;Ellli'i ALTERNATIVES, INC., 201
ages l Oto 17, which requires a
Culbreath Road, Brooksville, FL
positive attitude and strong
fi'~1~iim1~:r..1 34602. An E:OE, M/F, Drug-free
communication skills. Child
•1~1-- workplace.
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.. .AND THEN THERE ARE REWARDS.
BREAK TH~ ..cv~LE~. .:CHAN<?E ·YOUNG.
.UVES.
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Alafaya McDonald's Supports
UCF Knights
Buy Any Large Sandwich & Get One Free
(Free Sandwich Must Be of Equal or Greater Value)
Valid Until September 30, 1995
Not good in conjunction with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit.

Offer good only at these McDonald's: UCF • U-nion Park• Bithlo • Oviedo
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Katie Koestner kicks off Sexual Assult Awareness Week
from KOESTNER, page 1

ALL Phases of Dentistry
•Preventive
•Cosmetic
• Restorative
MOST INSURANCES ACCEPTED
EMERGENCIES WELCOME

FOR
2 Bite Wing X-Rays 00212 ADULTS
2 Periapical X-Rays 00220
SAVI $50 Reg. $95
Complete Examination 00130
00
120
Cleaning
New Patients Only •Expires Sept. 28, 1995

Includes

•
•
•
•

SPECIAL DENTAL RATES FOR UCF STUDENTS
r

Includes

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL

$35

• X-Rays 00212100220
• Complete Examination
and Orthodonic Screening 00110
SAVE $45 Reg. $80.
• Fluoride Treatment 01201
'" • Cleaning 01120
New Patients Only •Expires Sept. .28, 1 99~

Dr. Patel D.D.S., P.A.
niversity Park Plaza (Albertsons Supermarket formerly X-tra)
541 S. Semoran Blvd. • Winter Park

679-1308
ALL SERVICES BY FLORIDA LICENSED GENERAL DENTISTRY
THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO
REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR BE REEMBERSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER
SERVICE, EXAMIMATION, OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED
FEE OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR TREATMENT.

says she has not found that to be
the case at UCF.
Reported rape eem to
folio\!\ no pattern. Her experience has been that rape can occur to anyone. any place. any time.
Koestner said that three
way s to prevent date rape include improving communication , acting respon sibly and respecting yourself and others.
She observed that 88 percent of rapes involve alcohol and
drugs, a fact supported by Erin
Brown, Coordinator of Health
Education for UCF.
During her over 150 talks
to high school and college students, Koestner has heard many
graphic stories of acquaintance
rapes. She has also met with resistance from school officials.
A Harvard dean assured
her that date rape was not a problem at his school, due to the
caliber of student attending there.
Koestner recalled a conversation she had Monday with
a UCF emp loyee. "I hear you are
giving a talk on rape," he said.
"Is it a how-to?"
"That is why I am only 99
percent sure," she said, referring
to her earlier remarks concerning treatment of rape victims.
The audience gave
Koestner a standing ovation. She
graduated with honors from the

College of William and Mary. The
young man who raped her attend:
medical 'Choo! in the Northea ·t.
Victim of e ·ual a: ault
have many area of upport at
UCF.
.
Resource · include legal.
medical and emotional support. The
most frequent!; asked question. according to McCunn. is VYhcther or
not a victim can receive help\!\ ithout filing a police report.
She trcs ed that the decision
to pro ccute i .up to the victim.
Health services and coun cling arc
available whether or not a police
report is filed.
Sexual Assault Awarene s
Week sponsored several program
Sept. 17-23, including a mock rape
trial on Wednesday, a film, Rape by
Any Name, and a crime prevention
workshop on Thursday, and a film,
Waking Up to Rape,on Friday.
These programs, as well as
Koestner's vi it, were sponsored
by the Rape Awareness and Prevention on Campus Network involving the following groups:
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Office, Counseling and
Testing Office, Dean of Students
Office, Greek Affairs, Office of
Student Activities, REACH, Student Government Association,
Student Health Services, UCF
Pol ice Department/Victi m Services, United Campus Ministries,
Women 's Sports, Women' s Studies and the Campus Acti vities
Board,

ACQUAINTANCE RAPE
One in fou r college women has
been the victim of rape or attempted rape since age l..J.
One in 12 college men admit to
forcing sexual intercourse on their
partner.
84 percent of the women knew the
man who raped them, and 57 percent of them were their dates.
75 percent of perpetrator and 55
percent of victims were drinking
at the time of the assault.
Between one and the percent of
rapes are reported to police, according to the FBI.
Source: Dr. Mary Koss, Kent
State University
Provided by the UCF Victim Advocate Program
-Sexual Assault Victim/Survivor Resource List
Campus Victim Advocate
UCF-2425
Campus Police Department
UCF-5555/911
Student Health Service
UCF-2701
Counseling Center
UCF-2811
Dean of Students
UCF-2851
Campus Ministry
UCF-5335
Student Legal Services
UCF-2538
Student Escort Patrol Services
UCF-2424
Response
740-5408
(Sexual Assault Resource Center)
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UCF CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER
PRESENTS
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FREEDOM
FROM

Check out our new arrivals:
• Kiiier Instinct
·• Daytona USA
• Crusln' USA
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Mortal Kombat Ill

a unique program to help you
KICK THE CIGARETTE HABIT!

Located at University Shoppes
12239 University Blvd., Orlando

ORIENTATION:
SePtember 29
QUIT DATE:
October 20
All Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome!

Sessions are Fridays, 12:30 - 1:30 PM

Sunday - Wednesday 12:00 - 10:00
Thursday 12:00 - 11 :00
Friday 12:00 - 12:00
Saturday 11 :00 - 12:00
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SUNDAY
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MONDAY NIGHT
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Get $5 in tokens for
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· Coming Next Issue:
O David Swartz, Jr., A Little
Twist, explains why crime
doesn't pay is you're stupid.
O Kevin Koenig brings more
news about your student
government

o

A Letter To The Editor about
Hiroshima, as well as the
Editorial response

O And more!
The Central Florida Future welcomes your
letters and article. Submissions may be mailed,
faxed, e-mailed, or brought to our-offices. Call for
details. Call now. Call often.
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People who live in glass houses, etc.
O Joseph has heard
just about enough
venomous talk
about conservatives;
and is about to
have his moment.

~~~~~~~~~column

This is long overdue. I have read many columns by Dan
Griffin of The Liberal Media, and I should have written this
rebuttal long ago. It is time to address certain issues and the
disturbing leftist sentiments that have graced the pages of this
newspaper.
To first address a pertinent issue: I call bigoted religious
chauvinists "pseudo-Christians." They preach hate, not love. divisiveness, not unity. I know I should pray that they see the
light, but I don't feel charitable toward
them when they ban books, spout vicious
homophobic speeches, make vehement
attacks on other faiths or whatever else
those so-called people of the Lord like to
do.
FredPhelps,JesseHelmsandJerry
Falwell come to mind. They are doing
Christianity and conservatism a grave
disservice. But Dan Griffin is not content
to single out those rotten apples-he
· wants to dump out the whole barrel.
Unhesitating, he paints all conservatives
as enemies of American freedom.
In this country, we rightly avoid
labeling people and attributing negative
characteristics to entire races, ethnic groups and religions. We
know better than to say "you people." We know better than to
say "they're all like that."
But when it comes to conservatives, Dan Griffin doesn't
know better.
What's that? A liberal can 't bea bigot? Wrong. Liberals
like Dan escape being recognized as bigots because they're
liberals.
But .Ji berals can be just as intolerant, just as un-American, just as closed-minded, just as ignorant and just a hypocritical as the false conservative Christians named earlier.
I like the way Dan blasted Phelps and Helms in his
columns, but again , he didn't stop there. According to him, all
conservative Chri tians are like Phelps-we are all ''hatemongering hypocrites" (CFF 617/95).
It's obvious that this is a prejudiced, bigoted statement
itself. Hmm. I smell a blatant double standard here.
In "More kind words for Jesse Helms' (CFF 7/26/95),
Dan mentioned pseudo-Christians who are persecuting the
family of an HIV-positive child. This atrocity make my blood
boil, but Dan Griffin's bigotry (yes, bigotry) led him to end his

with a sarcastic "God bless conservative Christians!"
· And how can ·1 forget his hysterical, vitriolic column
against Brynner Yee this summer? Dan wrote that Yee believes no immorality was committed in the Oklahoma City
bombing.
This is a monstrous misrepresentation of Yee's viewpoint. I'm waiting for Dan to write a column that accuses me
of being a member of the KKK or Posse Comitatus. He also
wrote: ':Instead of acknowledging that one of their own
committed an unspeakably immoral act..."
The scum who killed all those people
were "my own?"
Okay. Two can play at that game,
Dan .
Joseph Stalin was "one ofyourown."
The VietCongwereyourown. The Weathennen were your own. The Khmer Rouge
were your own.
There's more. Dan wrote that "conservative Republicans launched a major
offensive against the Constitution."
Excuse me, Dan. Excuse me. Since
when do unrepentant liherals like you give
adamn about the Constitution? Well, "you
people" (your words) think it begins and
ends with the First Amendment. May I
remind our readers that the Constitution is under unremitting
attack by Commun, er, liberals? You claim that conservatives
"pervert the Founders' intentions" of the Second Amendment.
Well, you speak of yourself there, Dan. You speak of yourself
and your misguided, elitist ilk.
Oh, so conservatives are "prone" to assaulting the
Constitution? Conservatives are waging an undeclared war
against Christianity, banning guns, pushing for big government, forced assimilation and race-baiting, welfare, and so on
ad nauseam? Conservatives are doing all that? Gee, Dan,
thanks for enlightening me!
I'll close with an excerpt from Dan's August 31st
column: "Con ervati ve Christians have championed hate and
will continue to do so until the decent people of this country
. . . stand up and put a stop to this insanity."
Yes, decent people-good Americans-must stand up
and end the insanity being perpetrated by pseudo-Christians
and chauvinistic LIBERALS alike. That's .right-when it
comes to misusing power over people and ·forcing beliefs
down their throats, pseudo-Christians and closed-minded
LIBERALS are cut from the same cloth.

When it comes to
misusing power
over people and
forcing beliefs down
their throats,
pseudo-Christians and
closed-minded
LIBERALS are cut from
the same cloth.

'
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The thing about Kanna
.)

ItwasaThursday.Iwas driving west on Lee Road. It was about
8:30 am, and 1 had the windows
down and was listening to news.
I looked up and aw a medium-sized dog step into traffic from
the median. I hit the brakes. The
truck in front of me didn't. I wanted
to look away. but couldn't, knowing
that if the truck didn't hit it. il would
then be my turn to avoid it.
The dog stepped into our lane.
The truck then hit the brakes. By
then my car was creeping at about 5
mph. I heard the dog yipe. and immediately saw a tumble of legs go
under the truck.
The truck kept going.
A Lhousand things raced
through my head What kinclofmess
was I about to \Valk up on? Was the
dog go in£ to move and be hit again'?
It was agonizing, and yet I
had to uo -;omething. When Tgot to
the front of my car. the dug was
crying. and trying to crawl away.
unable to stand.
l pproached cautiou-;ly.
->loV\. ly. '-peai-..ing m soft tones. The
dog whimpered. I was scared to
pick it up, but I did. I scooped it up
and put it in the hack scat. When I
turned to look. she reached her paw

to me. That's when the tears started.
Now what? Where is a vet? Will she
live?
There was a vet only a few
blocks away. I ran into the office of
the Winter Park Veterinary Clinic. I
know. making no sense at all. They
dropped what they were doing and
ran to the car. They quickly got her
inside. There were 'people everywhere trying to help. I now have a
beautiful. 8 month old brindled dog.
with a cast.
What I'd like to ay to the
driver of the truck. I couldn't print.
What I'd like to ay about the driver
or the truck. is that scum like that
don't deserve to be counted as human. and will no do ubt, somehow.
pay for the suffering inflicted on
one or God's creatures.
To those of you who are human-if you SEE an animal an\' where near <;i street. hit the brakes.
lt'.:;justa::,-;implea that.Don ' twait
until the ,rnimul is walking imo the
road. then ir's too late. You ca nnot
read rhe mmd of the animal. and ~he
animal clearly doesn't understand
the rem or it wou ldn · t be near the
·treet. They're not uicidal.
By the way. the dog is lovely.
has a beautirul disposition and I
named her Karma. Every time I call
her. I think of the truck that hit her.

1

Dear Editor,
While attending a piano concert at the UCF campu ·.Dr. Wolf
tarted yelling at my children. He
announced to the whole audience
that \.Ve were distracting him. Intead of con fronting Dr. Wol fon the
spot. I lead my gue t . in front of the
whole audience. to the rear of the
auditori um . I was horribly embarrassed.
. While sitting in the back of
theauditorium .Dr. Wolfinteffupted
the perfonnance several times to
make facial expression · at other
members of the audience. As a parent, I want to tell the other.members
of the audience who are students
and faculty members at UCF. that I
know how to control my children.
My children have sat through many
concerts. and have never before been
accused of distracting the perionner.
It is my opinion that Dr. Wolf
i: the one who has a problem with
concentration. I.f none or his peers
can tell him this. then maybe he
should get lessons from some professionals-like the UCF basketball team . They can show him how
to make a free throw while the opposing fans are trying to distract the
shooter. This. hould prepare him to
handle;:i ·I0-year-old putting down a
program. Or better yet, Dr. Wolf

should take his grand piano and
shove it into one of his practice
rooms. He then will only have himelf to blame for his poor performances. This will allow me to show
my gue ts that UCF is a great school
tohaveinOrlando.andletthere tor
us enjoy the mu ic.
-Tom Bivins
Orlando, FL
Dear Tom .
I deeply regret the fact "that

your evening wa spoiled by the had
humorofthe perfonner. Icompletely
understand how you must have felt.
and your emban-assment. though it
was not your fault.
Some years ago, I went to see
Jethro Tull. Having been to a Tull
concert before. I was very excited.
However. during the pci-forrnance.
Ian Andersen stopped mid-song several times. expressing his anger to
the chanting audience . using not a
few choice explicatives. I wa quite
disenchanted.
UCF is a great school. offering many wonderful perfonnances.
as rm sure you know. However. we
all have a bad day now and then. and
you know how those artistic types
can be.
Tom. stop by the office. I'm
sure we can dig up some tickets to
something you'll enjoy. and hopefully this will restore your faith in
UCF as being a great chool.
- Pat Fox, Opinion Editor

Dear Pat,
I thought that I would give
my opinion on the top I 0 things that
tick me off.
I 0. Whiny people.
9. When it rains on and off
and I can't get the intennittent set
correctly on my wind hield wiper .
8. Capital gain tnxe .
7. People who peed by you
just to low down to make a turn.
6. Americans who in ist on
calling them elves .. native .. of anothercountry even though their families have lived here for 10 generations.
5. Jay Leno.
4. The new guy that works
with the book bag person in the
bookstore. He doesn't talk. either.
and he . eems to have a chip on his
shoulder.
3. When my chocolate chip
cookie fall off into my milk. and I
can't get it out without dunking my
whole hand into the glus:.
2. Waking up late.
I. My legs sticking to the hot
seats in my car.
Of course the e are only my
personal opinion , I know that you
probably have ·ome of your own.
But. I figure that you like to get mail
li ke I do . so consider this my good
deed forthe day.
- Mike Mikovsky
Senior. P ychology
Dear Mike.
You're right. I do h11\·e some
of my own. All top I0 go the same
way-STUDENTS WHO DON'T
PARK BETWEEN THE POSTS.
-Pat Fox. Opin ion Edito r

Feminazis- hear me out Hey you-with the sea life in your eyes...
r ®s:J \
.-::=-:----

Occasionally people a k me.
"With your opportunity to reach so
many people, why don 't you deal
with real problem s, such as restoring peace in Bosnia?" Well. in all
seriousness, I have analyzed that
problem. While studying the political strife in the country and weighingthediplomaticissuesagainstthe
psychological effects on the people
involved, 1 have found that nothing
really rhymes with "Bosnia."That's
really as far as r ve gotten on the
topic. Besides, there are other important events going on in world
I today, like an English kid who got a
fake eye made out of coral.
I
It's a true story. Last year
Amanda Hopkins, a 5-year-olcl girl
wholivcsinGrcatBritain,wasplaying with some or her friends. The
group of ch ildren, whom I will call
"lads," to keep with the British
theme. found some smal l bits o(
ceramic tile and began to play with
them. I'm sure the kids' parents
warned them not to throw sharp
pieces of tile-it co·uld poke
someone's eye out-but did they
listen? No. This would be a very
short column if they had. They
started to heave tile shards at each
otherand lictleAmandatookachunk
oftilerightintheeyeball,andsure
enough, with a sound effects that
probably went something like
'·thump,squi h,POP!Boing!Boing!
Boing!" Her eyeball was poked out.
Last month. clever British
doctor used a fairly uncommon eye
replacement on her. While mo. t fake
eyes are made out of glass (cheaper
fal e eyes arc ju t ping pong balls
1

;

cently assaying, "We [women] must
struggle to come out with a docuHave you ever heard or the ment fortheadvancementof women.
Non-Governmental Organizations Wemustwatchoutforconservative
Forum for Women? Neither have I. or back ward-looking elements
hut 1 _£uess that can be directly at- which want to keep woman in a
tribu:cd to the ract that I'm a typical , place where she has always been ."
irrcsponsible. uninformed male.
Tome, thisseemsoutrageous.
Well, I've done some reading, and Those women could sit there and
I've di covered tl'lat the NGOFW i
.. struggle" until they're blue in the
merclyamassmeetingofthefemi- face,anditwilldonogood.Thefact
nisl. excu se me. - - - - - - - - - · orthematteris,Icould
reminaLi (to coin a
gooutandconstructa
Ru ·h Limbaugh
billofrighLsforhairy.
phra c) minds.
three- legged, pink
ince what
loth , but no one
seems like an etcrwould care. Docunit). women allover
mcntation i not the
the globe hi.we been
key.
as iduously nagging
The cons ti tuand complaining
tionguaranteesmcthe
about wanting more
right to express my
freedom, more rights. Unfortu- views freely, without threat of pernatcly, it is virtually impossible for secution but that doesn't mean I
any one human being to be totally have the right to openly carry out
free from any binding ties to mod- ritualistic sacrifices in public. Just
ern ociety. Legally, women arc be_causelhavethewrittenrighttohe
equal to men in every way. Granted, free doesn't mean that I'm free. See
women are treated like the interior where rm going with thi ?
of the specie. hut that ha nothing
Womenortheworld.hearme
to do with the overall tructure of out. If you want men ro appreciate
our .ocicty. It ha everything lo do you. there i only one thing you
must do. Simply top whiniryg. and
with the indiYidual.
Gertrude Mongella. the ec- ju rdangle a big.juicy ·teak in front
retary general for the U.N. Confer- . of u . give u a loppy ..wet kis ·on
ence of Women. wa quoted re- the lip . and call u your-.

Stop whining,
and dangle a big,
juicy steak in
front of us, and
give us a sloppy,
wet kiss.

D

.
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with pupils painted on). he received
an eye made out of sea coral. It· s not
as bad as it sounds. For comfort,
most of the hennit crabs are removed before the coral is pu l into
the patient's eye socket.
·'Why," you ask, "would you
want an eye made out or coral?"
The doctors s::iy that sea coral
eyes are more realistic looking than
ordinary glass eye. or marbles.
Blood vessels can even grow into
the small passages in the coral. making it almost like living bone.
Now before you rush out to
your optometrist to have your standard eye removed and a coral one
installed. you should he aware of the
possible dangers. The coral was once
home to millions or tiny ocean-living organisms. If you remember
back to your science clas es. you'll
recall rhat ocean waterissalty. Well,
the saline solution in your eyes is
salty also, and it's remarkably similar to ocean water. (It's common to
overhear people say. "Man. it looks
like it's gonna rain today! And my
eye saline is remarkably similar to
ocean water! .. )
Let' ponder a hypothetical
sitt.rntion for a moment. Let· say
when you gel your new coral eye in
the mail and you put it in }Our head.

that out of the millions of coral
an imals that used to inhabit your
eyeball, a few durable ones are still
alive. (It's also possible there will
be a few dozen sea monkey eggs in
the coral also.)
When your salty saline water
gets into the coral, suddenly the
hibernating coral animals come to
life-then the creatures <;tart to mulLip}y and begin constructing new
homes and condom inium complexes on to your eyeball.
Soon your head has lran fom1ed into an ent ire coral reef that
will be protected under EPA legi ..lation. Now you look likeoneofthc
rocks at Easter 1 land.
Was getting a designer eyeball worth all the pain and mutations?Noway. Coraleyc areheav¥·
expensive, and make you see with
20140,000 vision.
As a public infom1er. I hope
this column has helped you to decide not to get a de igner prosthetic
eyeball. And they say I never confront important issues. Ha! This
public service column expressing
the dangers of gro\.\ ing colonies of
coral in your cranium should silence my critics for good.
*Hey look! An Interactive
Columnist! E-mail me at
da\'id. wartz@outdoor.com and ril
mail you a Labrador Retrie\·er.
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Club Info

For Rent

UCF Newman Club Catholic
Campus Ministry Ma s Sunday
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thurs.
7:30 pm For more info: 2814438

Room foc rent)n pr_ivate home
on I 0 acre horse farm Furnished
or Unfurnished 300.00 19-mo-all
utility's incJ..365-9815

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social
Works Trailer room IOI.
Everyone is welcome.
Info: 657-061 4

3 bedroom/2 bath duplex near
UCF. Includes all appliances,
washer, dryer, ceiling fans in
every room. wet bar and lawn
serv ices. $650/mo 365-4489

UCF College Democrats
Monday at 5pm Stud. Center
Rm 215

For Sale

Real Life every Tues 12-2 Rm
211 Sac every Wed 12-2 games
Rm 187 sponsored by Campus
Crusade For Christ

,. Roommates

Smith Corona Word Processors
Excellent Buy
Call: 438-9767 M-F 8-5

·

Room available in 3 bdrm, 2-1 /2
bth 3 mi from UCF. Full kitchen,
washer/dryer, pool, tennis courts.
No smoker. $235/mo + 1/3 u,ti!s,
282-829 1
Female to share 2 bd/I ba fully
furnis hed lakefron t home. l 0
mi n to campus- 5 min to
downtown. Non-smoker. Room
has queen H20 bed. $275+ 1/2
util Call 894-5223
Female needs apt to share
Kim 677-1511
ASAP, NS female to share 3bd/
2ba with sorority members in Polo
East. Room overlooks pool! $280/
mo + 1/3 uti l. Call 382-0391

·

vvant ed '

lAr

Wanted: Cheap exercise bik~
Call 699-6512

Help Wanted
House cleaners wanted $6.00$7.00 an hr FT/PT fl exible
schedules for dependable people.
Call Maids 'N More fo r interview
657-81 14 will train

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to $2000+/month. World
travel. Seasonal & fu ll-time
positions. No exp necessary. For
info. call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C54 18 1

TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching
basic conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian
languages required. For information call (206)632-1146 ext.
J54181

PHONE REPRESENTA-

TIVES
Earn 3 elective credit hours with
approval from the Cooperative
Education Program or the College
or Business. Our UCF/Research
Park facility is open! We have
day, evenin g, and weekend
flexible shi fts available. Norrell
Services is looking for moti vated,
energetic individuals with
· excellent comm unication skills
and a desire to succeed. We offer
$7 .00 per hour base salary;
monthly team, completion and
referral bonuses, paid training,
paid vacation , and a great working
environment! Call Troy at Norrell
Services today for an immediate
appointment! 384-8549. Norrell
Services, EQE, ADA, No fee.

Help Wanted: Earn up to 500 per
week assembling products at
home. No experience. Info 1-504646-1700 Dept. Fl-307
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. S37,
P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, ~ 70727
1------------~

Creative Business Opportunity
earn income working at home.
Send $ l .00 & SASE to Opportunities 12076 Descartes CL. Orlando,
F132826

Administrative Assistant. girl
Friday for real estate developer,
part time I 0-15 hours/week,
computer word processing skil ls,
must have good transportation,
$7 .50/hour, John 422- 1000

Need a job'? Earn ca ) ca 'h. Up
to 500-700 \\Cckl . Work at
home. set your own hour, . Don't
let thi extraordinary opportunity
pa u by. Send $1.00 and SASE
to American Dream Ent. I 0151
Univ. Blvd. Suite 317 Ori, Fl.
32817
Earn extra income. Looking For
Leaders to sell quality product
on and off campus. Part time-will
train. Call George 366-8421

Enjoy The Central Florida
Outdoor!
Local lawn care company in
Longwood/Altamonte Spring '
area needs full and part-time help.
Flexible hour. . good pay. Experience preferred. Must be conscientiou , have own car, phone and
references. Leave me age for
Harley at 646-9493

Other

Hungry; I am to! Can you talk
and sell, Great! Incoming calls
Sally's special limited program for
selling Bahama Vacations. They
students and residents. Call Walter
called you. Great school hours,
297-8400.
Days: 8:00 am to 4:00 pm or
Nights 3 pm to I 0 pm. Income
Potential; First month: $200 to
$300 per week. Afterward
depending on ability $400 to
KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735
$500 per week. Call Robert
DeVoe, Sales Manager.Unique
Travel Services 426- 1195 & Fax
.in Re ume to: 767-094 1 leave
me sage when you can be
reached. I wa once a student,
Wanting to hire female education
easy school money . Free Bahama
tudenl to help homcschool two
Vacation available for perforfemale students-5th and 9th
mance and length
grades. Call 275 -9902. ask for
of eniploy~n·enl.
Debbie. Flexible hours.

Services

Assistant for real estate developer, part time l 0- i 5 hours/week,
construction, ci vil engineer
major, or construction experience
preferred, must have good
transportation, $7 .50/hour, Jdh n
422-1000
Instructor for childrens computer
classes. Afternoons & a few
A.M.S. Call 263-5782

Tutors

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.

~ .- --~~-~(_

e J_

~~~
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Billions to be claimed
All students qualify
$350 guaranteed -

Until Robots replace Humans
... your plasma will always be needed

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intravenou s
fluid_for burn s,
surgery, or
treatment of iIlness

for a nominal processing fee

· Call Besa at John Patrick Com

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threatening di ~~as es

~srv

(407) .671-9973

SHOES SHIRTS & SHORTS SPORTING GOODS
GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER
(CORNER OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH)

"We will compensate you for your time when giving the gift of life"

$5.QQ OFF

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

YOUR PURCHASE OF
$25.oo OR MORE

Call for information and/or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

Shoes for: jogging.soccer.basketball.tennis.etc.

<EXPIRES 11'3o,9s)

The
Central
Florida
FuturE,
now in
cyberspace I

r-~--~--------~~~~------------------------------------~

Classifiied Advertising Dorm
I'~

Pleasecheckoneofthefouowing:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates

_Greek Corner
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

_Cash

_Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs.

during the Fall and Spring Semesters.)
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $2 per line
all others.
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax fonn and
copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
located in the Lake Ebby Centre behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054.

- - - - - - - - - - - -for
-----

~-------------------------N~,~res~a~pMn~equire~:_-------------------------------~
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Player profile
l)illJN'l1~ (~IJIJl.El111Ell
OOLLEGE
.
WGH SCHOOL
•1995: Named UCF starting
QB as a true freshman.
In his first appearance as a.
Golden Knight, he completed
his first 12 passes and finished
the game 20 of 25 passing for
254 yards and 3 TDs.
•Following a sensational
debut, he continued to impress
with another outstanding
performance against the
division II power CarsonNewman Eagles. His numbers
remained steady, going 22 of
30 passing for 307 yards and 2
TDs.
•Through all his early season
success, he managed to prove

CULPEPPER
he is human by throwing his
first interception.
•Starting QB, in his third
game out of high school, for
the UCF Golden Knights
against its first division I-A
opponent, No. 1 ranked
Florida State.

•1994: Named "Mr. Football"
for the state of Florida after
finishing his senior season at
Ocala's Vangaurd High
School with over 3,000 yards
passing, 500 yards rushing
and 31 TDs.
Led Vangaurd High School
to the Class 5A state championship game.
•Participated in the FloridaGeorgia All-Star Classic,
where he completed 8 of 13
passes for 137 yards and one
interception.
•Played basketball for
Vangaurd, where he averaged
19.5 points, 11.3 rebounds, 5
assists and 3.3 steals.

Home of
The Gene McDowell Show
every Thursday Noon - 1:00 at
•.

TJ
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Q & A with Florida State coach Bobby Bowden
by TIM SPRINGER
Staff writer

BB: Well, coach McDowell
was our first AlI-American at Florida
State and our first great player, heeven .
coached here with me for eight, ten
years. Then of course Mike Kruczek.
I hired him right out of the Steeler's
organization. Willie Jones, he played
here for a couple of years and then
coached here for awhile. There's a lot
offonnertiesdown there I'm looking
forward to seeing.
CFF: This will be the first time
your team will play against Marquette
Smith since he transferred from FSU
Lwo years ago. Do you tee! you know
enough about him to stop him,?
BB: Well, we know all about
him ,there's no doubt aboultha~ 'cause
he was here for several years and
'cause we watched him all through
high school, and he's just one of the
best running backs in the country.
We're not surprised how well he's
doing.
CFF: Is it a disappointing season if the Seminoles are not playing
for the national championship?

Running one of the most wellrespected college football programs
in the country has been no easy task for
Bobby Bowden. Searching for a second national title in his 20th season
with thetop-rankedFloridaStateSeminoles, the UCF Golden Knights look
to spoil that hope at Doak.
Central Florida Future: UCF
starting QB Dauntc Culpepper was a
top recrui t coming out of high school.
Was FSU interested in Daunte?
Bobby Bowden: Yeah, everytxxly in the country was after him.
He's a super player. I didn 't realize
he'd get started as fast as he has down
there, but it doesn't really surprise me
from what he did in high school.
CFF: UCF football has a tew
ties to FSU in terms of players and
coaches who have passed through
your program. Will this game reunite
you with anyone in particular that you
are looking forward to seeing?

BB: Well, there can be a Jot of
fulfiJlment whether you do or not, but
our primary goal always is to win a
national cha.mpionship, and so when
you don't win it you' re gonna go after
the second goal as hard as you can.
There is detiniteJy a let down, but you
can't judge everything on whether or
not you win the national championship 'cause there ain't but one team
that ' sgonna~oit. You still gotta enjoy
life and try to benefit and win as many
games as you can without it.
CFF: You recently contacted
Duke football concerning the final
score in your season opener in Orlando. How do yougo about apologizing to a coach for beating his team?
BB : Well, I wasn't sure if I
should or not but I fi gured there could·
be no~hin g wrong with it. We scored
70 points which we hadn 't done very
oflen. I was being accused of running
up the score up there in that part of the
country, and it's jusi one of those
things where I can' t tell ifl' m running
it up or not. I'm just trying to do the

1995 UCF Football schedule
40-32 over EKU
35-21 over C-N
at Florida State
at McNeese State
Samford
Liberty
at Hawaii
at Northeast Louisiana
Bethune-Cookman .
Troy State
Maine

7p.m.
lp.m.
7p.m.

Sp.m.
lp.m.
1 p.m.
Mid.
8p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.
4p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
Updated Depth chart
•
•
•
•
OFFENSE
•
•
•

WR
WR
TE
TB
•• FB
: QB
•RT
•
• RG

.•• c
•

•LG

••~LT

•

Reginald Doster
Eddie Keyes
Scott Braun
Marquette Smith
GerodDavis
Daunte Culpepper
Matt Wittman
Chris Tabscott
Chris Wrenn
Alex Galvez
Kevin Stewart

•
•

Mike Huff
Mark Nonsant
Joey Hubbard
' Johnie Presley
Donald Huzzie
Kevin Reid
Cornell·Green ·
Greg Harper
Steve Wagner
Ryan Gillis
Marcus Jenkins

i ...I'm not in favor of having a playoff, although we'll probably have one
soon. Right now, it's. all on ranking
and voting, but I really don't think
right now is the time to impre s the
polls. I don't score highly hecau e I
want the votes. I score highly because
I want my players to do the best they
can do. I think'Tom· (Osbourne), Joe
(Paterno) and myself...teams that arc
getting a lot of r}oints, I think th.ey just
have good football team .
CFF: Having been down the
road to building al-A power, have you
any advice for a team that is making
the jump to I-A?
BB: Well, first they're going to
have to be patient. Gene will know
what to do in getting the right players
and then you've got to have a lot of
money. That's a big key.

Through the.eyes of coach .
~Alan Gooch

<f">

by ALAN GOOCH
Special to the future ·

·°Time

Opponent
Aug. 31
Sept. 9
Sept. 23
Sept. 30 ..
Oct. 7
Oct.14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov.4
Nov.11
Nov.18

best we can do and try and play everybody, so I guess they have to look at it
and think what they wanna think ... so I
apologized just in case.
CFF: Coach McDowell put it
intoperspectiveformanypeoplewhen
he noted that the defense is responsible for keeping the score down.
BB: That is true. I've had a
lick.in' or two du1ing my life that have
been very embarrassing, but I never
blamediton the other guy. Id feel bad
if they tried to pull back on me, that
would be a real slap in the face.
CFF: Winn ing convincingly
seems to be a necessity for highly
ranked teams to keep its rank.ing. Are
you ready to see some changes in Hie
system used to crown a national
champ?
· BB: I &till like it the way it

This week and next week we
have a unique opportunity where
we face the numberone I-A team in
FSU, and the number I-AA team in
McNeese State-and both on the
road. To be successful, you must set
. the stage for success, and the stage is
set!
FSU ·is the number one team
in the country, with an incredible
fast-break that often puts up basketba11~1ike scores. Plus a defense that
flies to tlie ball ~ery well. It's a great
oppor-tunity for our program-al-

most a Rocky versus Apollo Creed
challenge.
·The eritfre team is espec ially
excited about .,tJ1e game because
many of our players have either
played with or against many of the
Seminole players. It's also a big
game for .FSU. It's not only their
. homecoming, but they' re also having a big pre-game ceremony in
which they ' re going to rename the
st~dium aftercoacli Bobby Bowden.
The main personnel change
this week comes at wide receiver:,
where Mike Huff has bee'n moved
. from tailback becau.se of inju,ries to
Rufus Hall and Stuart.Stipe.

---~.--------.....-..--------·---------------------,
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DEFENSE
CB
CB
SS
FS
LB
LB
LB
DE
DT
DT
DE

Allen Powell
D~rryl Latimore ·
Willie Washington -Louis Lubin
Donnell WashingtonAdrian Ellis
Kenton Rickerson Deon Porter
Nakia Reddick
Mark Williams
Kendrick Thomas Shane Moore
Matt Gulla
John Bryant
Jameil McWhorter
Anthony Cooks
Jerod Durant
Robert Braucht
Corries Hardy
Tarvares Tate
Jermaine Benoit
Emil Ekiyor
SPECIALISTS

P Charlie Pierce
K Charlie Pierce
SN Mark Brown
• recent changes in italics.·
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Hear all the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team,
with select games on 740 WWNZ and WH 00 990. Join Marc Daniels
·and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF On The Line" with
~ne McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.
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UCF coach Paul Lounsberry is
going to stick to the game plan
by KEN JACKSON
Staff writer

photo/HUNT

Running back Rock Preston will be one of the many offensive weapons that
the UCF defense will have to contend with Saturday in Tallahassee.

Marquette Smith: Prodigal Son?
by JUSTIN DELIAS
~ssistant sports editor
,, I

\

Although UCF will be on the road this
Saturday night playing No. I ranked Flrnida
State Seminoles, some members of the University of Central Florida football program will be
right at home.
Marquette Smith will bereturningtoDoak
Campbell Stadium for the first time in nearly two
years. Only this time, he w_i 11 be the target of the
70,000-plus tomahawk chops. All eyes will be
on the highly touted Smith, who left FSU to
come to UCF arter his sophomore season.
"I don't feel I have anything to prove,"
admitted Smith. ''Anything that I have to prove
is for us as a school-for UCF."
Smith feels like he does not have anything
to prove because he left FSU under good tem1s
with players and coaches. Feeling a pressing
need to return home for family reasons, Smith
gave up on his dream, for the time being.
''My family comes before anything in my
lile," said Smith. ·Tl! give up anything for my
family."
Smith was in the regular rotation at FSU
and put up some decent numbers, so his departure was not for disciplinary reasons or for his
play on the field. Smith insists that even if he had
not been slowed by injuries, or had a phenomenal season, he would not have remained in
Tallahassee.
"I would have been in Orlando regardles ,"explained Smith. "I'm just lucky to have
come home and fallen into such a good program
[at UCF]."
The program that Smith has fallen into has
now fallen intopossiblequicksandastheKnights
must face a Seminole team that has lambasted
two of its first three opponents with 70-point
offensive outputs. Many people feel pity for
UCF going into the game, but Smith is more
optimistic, thinking that the game will be a good
measuring stick for the young Knight's program
looking to reach the next plateau.
""'I think this game can only help us," said
Smith. "We're playing the number one team.

We get to see how good we really a.re."
It will definitely give Smith a chance to
see how good he really is, because, ironically,
this will be the biggest school that Smith has
played against. He wa5 injured in the past when
FSU played Miami and Florida. This time,
though, Smith will be the big underdog, but he
feels up to the challenge.
In the past, Smith thought he needed to
beef up to play big-time college football, but
when his old high school coach showed him his
high school tapes and the speed he used to
possess.Smithrespondedbydropping21 pounds
in the off-season. Not surprisingly. his time in the
forty improved into the 4.3 to 4.4 range.
"Marquette is in the best shapeofhislile."
said running hack coach Alan Gooch.
Gooch trained Smith at 6am every morning over the summer with myriad techniques
from sprinting to running with a weight sled.
The added speed has netted Smith an
average of almost 142 yards a game. Smith has
a goal for 2000 yards this season, but playing a
team like FSU will make it tough to achieve that
goal. Smith feels that it is unfair to judge him or
Daunte Cul~pper or other members of the
squad on how they do individually againstFSU
because it is a team game. But, ifUCF executes
well, scoring will not be a problem.
'There's no team, we like to believe, that
can stop us from SC(_)ring," Smith assured everyone. "I think we have a lot of weapons."
One would think that with McDowell
having played and coached at FS{), and with
Smith having played there, the Seminoles offense would be completely broken down and all
the secrets uncovered. Unfo1tunately, uncovering the ecrets is not the problem.
"Everybody in the country, when they go
play Florida State, knows what they are going to
do," explained Smith . "'Nobody can stop it.
That's the problem."
Win or lose, Smith says he is looking
forward to playing against the best team in the
nation and his old teammates. He feels that
playing at that high level will only make UCF
better down the road.

Dreams are often fulfilled thr.ough faith
and desire, while miracles occur once in a blue
moon. But will that same blue moon shine bright
above Doak Campbell field this Saturday evening
in Tallahassee?
This is the anticipated question from UCF
fans everywhere. just two days prior lo the
biggest football game in the school's hi~toty. A
chance to knock off the number one team in the
nation, by a school that has just begun totlirtwith
division I-A teams. Will itbe factorfallacy?Fate
or destruction? Too many que~tions with not
enough answers. Though what it all boils down
to is after 60 minutes of play, either the Seminoles will remain number one, as greatly predicted, or the Knights will dethrone the Seminoles of their illusttious status, thus beginning a
celebration that may never end. But don't count
your touchdowns before they're scored.
The Knights will be competing with the
best team in the nation, and they didn't achieve
that ranking for nothing. Here's just a few reasons why the Seminoles are the cream de la crop:
• Have not lost more than two regular season
games since 1987 (85-11, last eight years)
• 13 straight bowl appearances with out a loss
(327p.f.,186 p.a.)
•Danny Kannel, one of the nations top quarterbacks
•Warrick Dunn, Heisman trophy candidate
•Offensive line returns all butonestaiter, including All-American center Clay Shiver
Some astonishing numbers for a team that
seems inevitably unbeatable .. But every team
does have its weaknesses. For this year;s squad,
surprisingly it's on thedelensivesideofthe field ,
an area where the Seminoles usually earn much
of their respect from opposing teams. The 'Noles
are lackingexpe1ience in the secondary this year,
with a young crew taking over. This marks the
first time in five years that they will not be
fielding an All-Ame1ican comerhack. and alter
it first three games, it has shown tremendously.
FSU's secondary yielded six plays of twenty or
more yards passing (three were over 30) to the
I Duke Blue Devils. The following week against

Clemson, the 'Nole accepted over 300 yards
rushing, omething no foothal I coa hat any level
will tolerate. Regardle s of FSU" debatable
lackluster effo1t on the delensive -idc o far.
UCFs offensive line coach, Paul Loun beny. is
not to optimistic about these stats . The question
still is, how do you contain the nation's number
one ra~ked defense'?
·-you don' treally," saidLounsbeny while
viewing game tapes. ·'We.II just try to run our
basic offense. Just put a hat on it and run:·
Atter watching the Knights produce two
consecutive near-flawless performances on of:.
lense, that may be all it takes to conquer FSU's
defense, to just run the basic often, c.
Buttheoftenseis notinquestion forUCF.
It's FSU's offense that's not he to taken lightly.
Just how will the Knights slow down the 'Noles
offense, which has produced 201 points in its
first three games?
.
"I don't think you slow down a team like
FSU's oftense;' said Willie Martinez, UCFs
detensive coordinator.
Though one thing that coach Martinez
would like to ee his defense do consistently on
Saturday is a good job of tackling. Contingent
upon this fact, this may decide whether or not the
'Noles produce another 50 to 60 point output.
The atmosphere around the football offices as of late has been more of a relaxed tone.
Coaches and players aren ' t beating themselves
to l!y and find a way to pull off this upset. The
attitude is to just go out and give 110 percent and
execute the plays as designed.
Emory Green, a sophomore linebacker, .
feels that this is justanotheropponent and that the
team must prepare themselves no differently
than for any o.ther ream.
'They are a very talented and outstanding
team, but we prepareoursel vc. to win in practice.
We must prepare oursel vcs everyday to put us in
position to win."
Regardless of the outcome of the
game, the players and- coaching staff wil l
gain some great experience to carry over to
future opponents, as well as a memory that
will last a long time. But only if it can be
true, "Knights Capture Golden Victory!"
Oh, what a feeling it would be.

•
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Th is Saturday will be a much anticipated homecoming for Golden Knights
tailback Marquette Smith, as he returns for the first time to Florida State.
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DILANDU UUTDUURS
SUPPiies

For The
Adventurous
Exglorer
Mon-Sat ·
_9am- 7pm

B.order Cantina Mexican

If ain'f Bil
blacli &Whife

Rest~-ura. nt:

4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER)

Best Mexican Food in Central Florida

by l\flKE WlllTE
Staff writer

~---DAILY SPECIALS----

<$1 .00 ICBIOUSE DRAA & $2.00 MARGARITQ'
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY)
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE

8525 East Colonial Dr.• Orlando, R 32807

~

359-1333
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Finally. a local club has figured
out how to get the masses interested in
local music-give ·em free beer. E\·ery Wedne day Barbarella hand · t\d
local band the chance to play original
mu ic to a downtown crowd. A· an
incentive to draw the public in the.
have made it a free beer night. hottlcd
beer at that.
ln other \\.'Ord . in tcad of th
crappy draft beer you get on nllU
freebie nights. you can actually get
something decent. like u hottle or Corona or Newcastle. The promotion"
hould be a great way to turn people on
to the native music scene.
The setup 1. really nice. The
bandsplayouLsidcnexttoPlanct Pina.
where t11ecigarettc smoke is con iJcrabl) thinner, which add. to the C(X)
vibe.
I went there last week. to check
out Cage of Hands and the turnout wa.-:
not bad at al I. The band sounded great
and kept the crowd inccrested. If you
like mu ·ic or beer get your kcistcr out
there next week.
_\n investigator for Courtney
Love .·topped by the oflicc this week
to !ind out \\.hat we knew about the
tight she had at The Edge in February.
I guess her lawyers are preparing li1r
her case. If the case goes to cow
maybe Jim Martin. former Future
music editor. will get to testil~ .
Luckily. heranorneydidn 't ..;c ti
the column I wrote about how anno~
ing Ms. Love is. Maybe I woulJ ha,·c
to go to cow1 then.
•
~ vcrclcar wil l he hitting the
Hard Rock next Wednesday fora free
show. Their CD, Sparkle and Fade. 1s
one of the best things r vc heard sin~c~
uh, well, in a real long time. You·vc
heard their single .. Heroin Gi rl," on
local radio and MTV. The rest of the'
album is even better. Don' t miss 'cm.
I just got Red Red Meat's new
CD today and it is killer as I expected.
The Chicago band will touring soon
, and if they skip Orlando I might pay
money out of my own pocket to per-..

suade them to do a show here.

Weekend Concerts
Thursday
W. Breakneck
at The /Yfill
Ken Nauarro
at Sapphire Supper Club

Friday
Soul Asylum
w/ Matthew Sweet
a t Th e Edg e
Man or Rst roman
a t Sapphire
Kenaniah 's Grooue
w/ Sanzspur
at BT Grinders

Saturday
The Shades
at The /Yfill
Skirt
at 60 Lounge

PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS:

D

Citibank Federal
Stafford Loan

Address. _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'Apt. _ __

(subsidized and unsubsidized)

City_ _ __

D

Citibank Federal PLUS Loan

D

_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __

(for pare.nts of-dependent students only)

Telephone _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Citibank Graduate
Loan Program

Social Security#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

(for graduate students of all disciplines
- please indicate your field of study)

You are currently:

MAIL THIS COUPON TO:

Citibank (NYS)
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation
P.O. Box 22948

0 an undergraduate student

_

Space Killer
w/Leuerage
at BT Grinders

_

Sunday ._

0 a graduate student

Natalie Merchant

Year of graduation _ _ _ _ _ __

If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing:
D Medicine (allopathic and osteopathic studies)
D Business (MBA)
0 Engineering
D Nursing
C Other (please specify)

at Bob Carr
Randy J

__
....
- - -

Rochester, NY 14692-2948
OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for
Operator 268.

VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.loci.com / HO/ village/ Citibank/ CSLC.html
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at The Mill

Monday
RHiS Party
at The Club at Firestone"
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by PATRICK MARTIN
Staff writer

When The Texas Chainsaw
had its original theatrical
run in 1974, it startled and hocked
both critics and audiences alike. It had
won the Grand prize at the Cine
FantastiqueFilm Festival in Antwerp,
Belgium and was selected as ·'Outstanding Film" by the London Film
critics.
Almost a quarter of a century
later, Kim Henkel, original screenwriter and producer of TCM, creates
another chapter in the successful horror series, The Retum of the Texas
Chainsaw Massacre.
When I spoke to him, he.was
staying off the coast of Texas, on a
small island in theGulfofMexico. His
primary concern was Hurricane Luis.
Ma~.wcre

CFF: I was surprised to see that
Retum was being done by someone
from the original TCM crew. The
· previous two films seemed to have
been missing the style and the mystery
that made the original film so successful.
Henkel: Well, Tobe(Hooper)
went on to dfrect the second film, but
it was a nightmarish circumstance. He
really wasn't able to make the film that
he wanted.
CFF: Was there pressure from
the studios?
Henkel: I don't really know
the whole story. I understand that the
people from Cannon would come

Movie
Guide
Regal, Cinema. 7

(277-1454)

down to the set and decide (Tobe) was
behind schedule and would then grab
the script, tip out ome pages from it,
and basically say, "Now you're on
chcdulc!''
CFF: [ really enjoyed Retum
for the same rca-;on I enjoyed the
original ChainsaH'. You brought the
series back from crass studio commercialism lo genuine independent
filmmaking. Whal wa the 'Chainsaw
Family' idea based on?
Henkel: It was bao;;ed very
loose Iyon the Ed Geen story. Ed Geen
wasamurdererwhowasapprehended
in the' 50s and he Ii terally was a ghoul.
He robbed graves, consumed flesh,
and made artifacts from the skin and
bones of hi victims. He was a very
sick character. There never was an
actual chainsaw family. It was all
loosely based on some of the Ed Geen
stuff, as was Psycho and Silence ofthe
Lambs.
CFF: What made you decide
to make another Chainsaw film?

Henkel: A.number of factors.
One,offthel ist, wouldbethatwewere
unhappy with the way the eries had
been treated when we had licen edit
to Hollywood. We felt that they had
run itintotheground and really misunderstood (the original). We wanted to
try and give it some new life. It was
also an opportunity for me to direct.
Even though this would not be my first
choice as the kind of film I might
direct, it was still a good way for me to
open that door for myself.
CFF: How diflicult was it to
film some of the scenes in which the ·
actors are basically screaming and
throwi~geachotheraroundtheroom?

Henkel: (Laughs) Well , those
(scenes) were rather difficult to block
in structure.
CFF: I can imagine.
Henkel: I have a great cinematographer, Levie Isaacks, who did
plenty ofhandheld work in those scenes
that helped to add a sense of movement and chaos.
CFF: Dennis Hopper was fun
to watch ih TCM II, but I basically
avoided TCM Ill because the series
was becoming tedious and ·I think
quite a few people felt the same way.
Henkel: Right. That's exactly
my point.
CFF: . What ~as your inten:.
tion in using Texan actors and Texan
bands for the soundtrack?
Henkel: Well,I'mfromTexas
and we raised the money to do (Retum) here in Texas. The film was .
The Return, starring Renee
Zellweger, opens on Sept. 22. filmed in and around Austin, as was

A Walk in the Clouds (PG-13)
1, 7
DangerousMinds (R)

•'Wide Area Coverage
• Unlimited Calls
• Only $9.99/ Monthl·y

A CoIDplete Exaln & Xrays
0110 (INITIAL)

atedonialPromenade 6
(8<Y3-- "P07)
GC atFashion Square 6
I

(8%-2571)
U11iversit)18
(657-lf/51)

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and ·
save a few dollars. George Yarko, o.o.s.

.F QR $9!
(A $65 .value)

East Orlando

Current UCF ID required

DENTAL

Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires l 213119 5

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association , Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

UCF TEAM DENTIST

h l't.OUr office poll<') that the pmient and ani other peN>n re'pon\lble for paymenl ha.' the righl 10 refu1e 10 pay. cancel payment. orb: re1mbur,ed for paymenl for an} other seMce. examinauon.
nr tre•tment "hich ;, oer!01T11<'tl a' a re-.uh ol and "llhm 72 hour. of n.'\oondine to the advem>emcnl for the free. d1..countcd fee. or reduced fee ;emce. exammat1011. or tre-Jlment .

~
G R I LL

Geneml, Cinerna

A special dental care offe'r for UCF students...

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

·,

1, 1:30, 4, 4:30, 7, 7.30,9:40, 10: 10
Braveheart (R)
3:15,9:10
Hackers(R)
1,3:15,5:30, 745,10
Return ofthe Texas (R)
1: 15,3: 15,5: 15, 7: 15,9: 15

(8%-7&38)

Make a unique and personal contripution to another
family's happiness:
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples.
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous.

for information.

Seven(R)

AMCFashion ViOage 8

theoriginal TCM. Wefeltverystrongly control of the world's money and
that we could find the talent here. We politics for centuries. Numerous
loo)<ed long and hard and I think, for books have been written on the
subject. I personally don't bethe most part, ~e did pretty well.
CFF: JamesGale's 'Rothman' . lieve they exist, but it made for
character kind of threw me for a spin. an interesting aspect of th.e
ItseemedverysimilartoaCliveBarker film.
character.
CFF: What did Tobe
Henkel: I think I was a little too Hooper think of the film?
subtle in my handling of that characHenkel: He got a kick
ter. I wanted to move the circum- out of it. He wanted to do a
stances beyond the strictly parochial. · cameo, but he was out of the
Are you familiar with the I1lumnati? country doing a new project.
CFF: No, I'm not.
CFF: Will there be any
Henkel: The I1l uminati are ru- more Chainsaw pictures?
Henkel: If this one is
mored to bea worldwide organization
ofpowerful fami Iies who have been in successful, maybe.

Call Mary or Michelle at 896- 7575

1:45,3:50,5:45, 745,9:45

Enzian Theater
. , (6444«i2)

courtesy/ CFP

Robert Jacks stars as the legendary Leatherface in Kim
Henkel~s · The Return ·of the ·Texas Chainsaw Massacre.

YL Price{ess {jift - -

Morta/,Kombat (PG-13)

1: 10,3:25,5:40, 7:55, 10: 10
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AMERICA'S VALUE MENU
OPEN AFTER MIDNIGHT

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hwy. SO and A/afaya Dr.
East Orlando
.
·

WELCOME BACKTO UCF
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
RECEIVE

1Oo/o DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF l.D.

.---------------,
FREE SUB

I
BUY ANY FULL SIZE SUB
' I
. AND GET A JUNIOR FREE
I
I
AVAILABLE AT THESE
I
I G R I L L
MIAMI SUBS GRILL:
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR.
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO. FL 32820
..,. 10.31·95
I COUPON EXPIRES
I
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I
L

___ __________ ...

~
G R I LL

rjii'i=ReE DRINK &f°RiES 1

1
1

• ·FREE 20oz DRINK AND SMALL FRIES

I

WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
L
OR CHICKEN PITA
AVAILABLE AT THESE MIAM! SUBS GRILL:

I
I G R I L
I
UCF
ALAFAYA
I
I
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
11860 E COLONIAL DR
I
ORLANDO, FL 32825
ORLANDO, FL 32820
I COUPON EXPIRES 10.31-95
I
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT. I
L

______________ ...
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Cri tal's for Nomi' beauty.
Focusing on the two girl relation hip,
Showgirls flirts with other topics including drugs,
rape and prostitution. The subjects aren't really pursued, but the girls and the shows are what keep
Showgirls kicking. Verhoeven's style for capturing
the drama and tension is admirable. He's best at
hinting at lesbiani m. Verhoeven again plays around
with the subject, much like he did with Sharon Stone's
relationship in Basic Instinct. He has a very crafty
knack at bdnging out the sexual friction between
characters, in this case, Cristal and Nomi's. Their
relationship is hot and notably the most pa ionale
romance on screen ince Clint and Meryl in Madison
County.
The romance between Cri ta! and Nomi i
oumey with me into the mind of a film maniac. perhaps the most internally erotic and the lap dance
A filmboy.

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY
PHILLIPS HALL 1.15
281-4438 .

St. JosepliS
Catfio{ic Cliurcli

'J

1501 Alafaya Trail
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.
Sunday Masses:
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.

275-0841

ce&s,Bfl*okstore
East Orlando's Largest Bookstore

Featuring:
' lbfJ 30% off New York Times Bestsellers
Q]

I 0% off Hardback Books

bd

Special Orders & Quantity Discounts

/ I

$19.99
ISBN: 0-7897-0092-1

$19.99
I~BN:

Alafaya Tr

I U. C. F

u

c

1-:16761-49:1-7

*10% Discount For Facultj & Stoff

College
Book&
Supply

Open Mon-Sat JOam-JOpm Sun llam-JOpm
12140 Collegiate Way • (407) 382-1617
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SALES REPS
NEEDED

It's showtime .. My confidence is once again
revived. Thank you someone, but after this summer, I
was beginning to wonder what was happening to the
film industry. Yes, of course, living in Orlando I am
subjected to probably the worst market for films in the
country. But what the helJ, if I have to leave the city
limits to get my film craziness rejuvenated, Filmboy
will do it. Once again, Ijourneyed to South Florida and
once again leaving the city limits left my spirits high.
Living in Oblivion ... An unusually hilarious
film, it stars Steve Buscemi and enough said, not
including festival films, the bestofthe year. Although
that's not saying much this year, I was just happy to
watch something fresh that actually challenged my
mind. Hopefully, for your sake, it will take its turn in
Orlando. Just don't hold your breath.
And this just in. If you were holding your breath
for KIDS, you can stop and let your lungs rest. The
Enzian called. And, on Sept. 29, those wacky New
York street punks come to town. Have fun and bring
your forties.
Notthat all fi Ims are supposed to challenge your
mind. Some, like Showgirls, are simply there to open
it lip instead. I'm sure most of you reading this are well
informed about Jack Valenti's warped vision of the
ratings system, but to ease your souls NC-17 is a
legitimate conclusion for Mr. Basic Instinct's latest
venture into controversy.
I am glad to see that this film was successfully
marketed and the ads ran in ~any major newspapers,
despite what the NC-17 phobia has been. This, I must
say, with hope and excitement could be a benchmark
film for the rating. Maybe with the success of this film,
more directors won't be forced to cut scenes from their
original films just because the NC-17 rating can also
cut the potential for the film's box office figures.
Showgirls is genuine. Following a Las Vegas
showgirl tu the top couldn't be handled any other way.
The nudity is a must and any other way just wouldn't
be real. Sure its marketability rises with some T&A
but even raising this issue is insulting to the filmmakers. Is there really something wrong with a film with
strong sexual content? I didn't' think so.
The nudity, obviously the controversy here, is
actually the strength of Showgirls. Many films, and
TV for that matter, shy away from showing nudity and
what happens is the audience senses the camera
yielding and the scene loses its respect. \Vhy?Because
it's not real.
I brought up TV because it best supports this
notion. Steven Bochco has nudity and harsh language
in NYPD Blue and thus the show has earned critical
acclaim for its realism. I thought you might agree.
Now that we've covered that topless spectrum,
on with the bottom portion of the show.

*** Showgirls (NC-17)

CALL THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

823-8054

Nomi has with Cristal's boy~end, KyleMacLachlan,
definitely earns the most NC-17 points.
Theconstantdisplay ofnudity actually wears
off after a while. The sexual tension, however, is
constant and very engulfing. Heartbeats run ramped
and well, that's it. Yeah, that's 'it.
The acting is actual Iy quite up-to-par except
for some sobby show bitches, and as for Berkley, she
has some potential. I just hope she just doesn't get
typecast in this type of role. As for Saved by the Bell,
you'll forget who Jesse is, real fast. I especially
enjoyed Gina Gershon as Cristal. If you forgot her in
The Player, then so did I. Either way, she's very
smooth and sexy. With her country accent and cokedup/stuck up flamboyance, she reminded me of a
bitchy Heather Locklear on Melrose Place. Her
performance was very enticing and had a very unusual appeal that struck my fancy.
Give both Verhoeven and Berkley credit for
constructing an intriguing character. Nomi, begins
without an identity and the audience doesn't know
anything about her. As the story develops, so does

photos courtesy/ United Artists

Gina Gershon plays Cristal (top). Director
Paul Verhoeven and Elizabeth Berkley, as
Nomi Malone, talk on the set of Showgirls.

she. We grow with her and unlike many films, the
character grows within the frame of the story. We
eventually find out who Nomi really is, but I didn't
really care, because I already felt I knew her and kind
of became attached to her. I would've liked it if we
never found out who she really was, that would've
been really shocking.
The Enzian is holding over Un::Jppedthis week,
which you should check out and opening is The
Incredibly True Adventures of Two Girls in Love,
which you hould miss. Two Girls is a basic chic/gay
flic with no heart and typical of the tmhy leshianthemed movies entering the market. Remember Go
Fish? Remember Bar Girls? Well, I try to forget them
as well. I'm getting a little tired of these gay films
coming out, if you will, in droves with terriblestorylines
and actiug. Think about this. just because its about
gays and its tenned independent. is it good?
I don't think so.

We meet Nomi Malone hitchhiking to Las
Vegas, and within five minutes she is settled in with a
seamstress in a trailer park. The seamstre. conveniently works at the stage show ·'Goddes :·the type of
Vegas show Nomi (Elizabeth Berkley) a pires to
dance for.
Paul Verhoeven 's Showgirls starts quickly and
very roughly. Berkley·s first few scenes are rather
tough to watch. She whines and crie about her hard
luck, and he overplays her bratiness way too much.
Her whimpering continues until \.\C meet Cri tal, the
tar of ··Goddes ."Cristal (Gina Gershon) is admired
22Sept. -The Incredibly True Adventures of
by Nomi and a sense of attraction is immediately felt Two Girls in Love, The Rerum ofzhe Texas Cha;,1saw
by both-Nomi's for Cristal's headline role and Massacre, Seven. Sholl'girls
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More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.
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Melonball
Volleyball
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Ultimate Nerf
Burger King Sip Off

Foodprovidedby:
Pepsi
Marriott
Frito Lay
Coca Cola
Burger King
T.G. Lee Dairy
Dunkin Donuts
Domino's Pizza

Tug-of-War
Pajama Tube Relay
2 Headed Monster Relay

FRIDAY9 OCTOBER 6
6 PM MIDNIGHT
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Additional Sponsors:
UCF Police.
Army ROTC

"

HONORARY STARTER JAY BERGMAN

.Sign up at Rec. Services: 823-2408
Teams: 4 men 4 women
Only the first 24 teams will be accepted

Prizes provided by:
Fazoli's
Pizza Hut
Bagels Etc.
Wet 'n Wild
· Jungle Jim's
Water Mania
Duffy's Subs
Fun 'n Wheels
UCF Baseball
Black-Eyed Pea
Kelsey's Pizzeria
Malibu Grand Prix
Walt Disney World
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Sept. 21, 1995 •The Central Florida Future• 19
se.e if he finishes it ........... Oakland 28

The third we.ek in the NFL saw

•

'

.,

me go 9-6 in my picks (29-16) for the
season .
ClllCAGO BEARS (2-1) @
ST. LOUIS RAMS (3-0) Rams favore,d by 2.
OK so maybe Jerome Bettis
isn't dead, but I'd Ii ke to know what St.
Louis has been smoking lately to think
they could be undefeated by the time its
bye we.ek hits in week six. The Bears
se.em to have awoken from its hibernation as Erik Kramer has started to earn
his money............ Chicago 24 St.
Louis 18.
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS (03) @ NEW YORK GIANTS (0-3)
Giants favored by 3.
This is a must-win game forone
of these teams. New Orleans has lost
thre.e close games while the midgets
haven'tshaken offEmmitt's first carry
of the season that went for 60 yards.
Saints Jim Everett lights up N.Y.'s
secondary, buttheGiantsdefenseforces
one too many turnovers........... New
York 27 New Orleans 23.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS
(1-2)@ TAMPA BAY BUCS (1-2)
Bucs favored by 4.
Gus Frerotte has played well
enough to cause a quarterback controversy in thestatecapital, while Michael
Westbrook has proved you don't need
toattendtrainingcamp.ErrictRhetthas
to carry this team on his back while
Trent Dilfer will hook up with someone on a deep route............ Tampa
Bay 24 Washington 21.
MINNESOTA VIKINGS ( 12) @PITTSBURGH STEELERS (21)Steelersby5. Thesearetwoplayoffbound franchises butting heads in the
steel city. If Warren Moon manages to

Bay 41 Jacksonville 10.
Philadelphia 20.
SANFRANC1SC049ERS (3GREEN BAY PACKERS (2- 0) @ DETROIT LIONS (0-3) Niners
I) @ JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS by 6.
(0-3) Pack by 8.
Barry Sanders has struggle,d
Ge.e, what fun. The Jags get to while Scott Mitchell has not passed the
showcasethemselvesonSundaynight ball well since signing on with the
to the entire nation for the first time Lions. The Niners are the ninersever. Green Bay QB Brett Favre will amazingandunbeatable,theGoliathof
drive, while WR Robert Brooks and the NFL. Befor~ you vote to commit
RB Edgar Bennett accelerate the of- me into the insane asylum, I remind
fense. The defense will makeJackson- you that there aiways is a David lurkville put on the emergency brake, even ing around with that crossbow in his
though they can't avoid hitting the hand. Even in the NFL, against the
skids. Green Bay will be on cruise greatestofodds ...........Detroit30 San
~c_
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around, but it won' t be their girlfriends ........... Cincinnati34 Houston
16.
KANSAS CTIY CHIEFS (3O)@CLEVELANDBROWNS (2-l )
Browns by 4.
TheBrownsseem tosuckonthe
road but look like world beaters at
home.KChasbeentakenintoOTinits
two games at home but have dominated on the road.It's shouldn't be hard
to speculate that this one will be close.
Inagamethiscloselcanonlyabideby
my rule of nm ~Wng on Vinny
Testaverde in the clutch and hailing
Steve Bono as the man ........... Kansas
City 23 Oeveland 20.
,
ARIZONA CARDINALS (1- 'I
2) @ DALLAS COWBOYS (3-0)
Cowboys by 12.
Buddy Ryan was brought to the
desert land to lead them to the promise
land. This match-up is one which the
Cards will have to prove themselves to
see if any significant progress has be.en
made. Garrison Hearst is finally healthy
and brings something offensive to the
Cards baITen table. However, as
Denver's Sterling Sharpe said-The
'Boys are too good to lose............ Dallas 27 Arizona 9.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES
(1-2)@ OAKLAND RAIDERS (2-1)
Raiders by 6.
I'd hate to be Randall
Cunningham. Last week with his job
on the line he witnes.sed his replacement to he's wife sing the national
anthem. Then he plays well, gets hurt
sees Rodney Peete replace him, comes
back into the game and can't rally
Philly back to victory. He'll start this
onebutaftertheimpressiveRaidersare
through it's going to be interesting to

stay on both feet for the majority of this
gamethen, thereisnothingBamMorris
or the rowdy Steeler fans can do to
salvage this upset... ........ Minnesota23
Pittsburgh 17.
NEW YORK JETS (1-2) @
ATLANTA FALCONS (2-·I) Falcons favored by 5.
The Jets proved they can bully
around expansion teams rather easily.
Atlanta had the decency to go into
overtime with its expansion rivals in
week one. Naughty Jets, they should
know better. IL's up to Jeff George and
the Atlanta Air Force Attack to teach
them a lesson. Watch NFL leading
receiver Eric Metcalf to break out the
belts, cuz this is a whipping ........... Atlanta 38 New York 14.
DENVERBRONCOS(2-l )@
SANDIEGOCHARGERS(2- l) Bolts
favored by 4.
It's not every year you see the
defendingconferencechampion being
second guessed and disrespected. Now
that's not fair-San Diego has the exact same team pack from last year's
Super Bowl squad. Denver has unleashed rookie Terrell Green on the
league, adding one more weap:m to
John Elway's arsenal.. ......... Denver
20 San Diego 16.
HOUSTON OILERS (1-2)@
CINCINNATI BENGALS (2-1)
Bengals favored by 6.
Did you hearaboutCincinnati's
Dan Wilkinson. What a shame. The
Bengals almost pulled its third straight
win out last week but folded in the end.
Houston's "D'' kept Cleveland in check,
but Houston's German quarterback
Will Der Furrer couldn't dismantle a
toaster much less an opposing defense.
Da Bengals will be slapping someone

I Fantily Golf & Sports Club
(407) 365-9800
Central Florida's Largest Driving Range
434

Mitchell Hammock

• I00 Hitting Statio.ns
• State-of-the-Art Lighting
• Fully Stocked Pro Shop
·• PGA Lessons Available
• Batting Cages
• Miniature Golf
•Volleyball
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UCF

Univers.ity Blvd.

•Video Arcade
• Range Memberships Available

LOCATED OFF ALAFAYA TRAIL
JUST 2 MILES NORTH OF UCF
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FHEE

$2.00 OFF

Buy 2

1
I Small Bucket
Large Bucket
Batting Cage
I Of Range Balls
Of Range Balls
Tokens
I
I With Purchase Of A With Purchase Of A Get 1 FREE I
I Larg.e Bucket
Larg.e Bucket
I
Not valid wi th any other offer.
Not valid with any other offer.
Not valid with any other offer.
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A Chance for UCF Students
to Meet With
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•

Over 120 Employers
To Discuss Career and
Employment Opportunities

THE BIGGEST EVER AT UCF! DON'T MISS IT!
Tuesday, September 26th, 1995 From 9:00am to 3:00pm
A list of employers is posted in the Career Resource Center AD124
~~___,,~or call the 24-Hour CR·c.Hotline at 823-5851
c;-"""---..,r,
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Rene Plasencia and,Tdfany You can•t fool the Knights
Hill pace Golden· Knights
David Lewis of Florida international at the
end because he was fresher."
Staff writer
The women's race turned out to
The UCF men 's and women' s cros :: be a bit different from the men ' . The plan
country teams were led by Tiffany Hill an<l was to run in a pack, just as the men did, but
Rene Plasencia in their season opener, the it wasn't executed quite as well. Although
Tiffany Hi! ldid finish with a time of l 8:32.7
UCF Invitatational , last week.
on the three-mile course.
The men's
"She ran a fabulous race," said
team, led by a firstMansur-Wentworth. "Her and Jeanne
place finish from
Lesniak ran together and it really proved
cnior
Rene
beneficial."
Plasencia , capKtanah Bresnick man.aged to finish
tured second place
16th, only six seconds behind Hill. They
with a team score
were followed closely by Heather Schultz
of 43, only seven
points behind TAAC rival Florida Interna- in 20th, Lesniak in 27th and Valerie
tional. For the women, it was senior Tif- Valenzuela in 41 st.
"This meet was a starting point,"
fany Hill who helped the team to a fourthplace finish with a personal best time of added Mansur-Wentworth. "For Schultz,
it was -a beginning. Bresnick ran a solid
18:32.
The top five finishers for the 18:38. They are stilJ a little rusty, but hope.Golden Knights placed in the top fifteen fully they can learn from what the guy's
did."
out of a. race that featured I 16 runners.
The next meet for the Golden Knights
Joining Rene Plasencia ~ere freshman Lou Snelling, who finished sixth, fol- is the Osprey Invitational on September 23
lowed by Danny Incantalupo in tenth, Ja-. in Jacksonville. Mans or-We.ntworth' s goal
son Sullivan in eleventh and Jeff Budd in is the same for the men-do exactly what
they did in the first race.
fifteenth.
Coach Marcia. Mansur-Wentworth
. "They were missing Troy Davis, who
was extremely impressed with the men's had a sprained ankle," said MansurWentworth. "He is a top five runner and yet
effort.
"The bo.Y' s race was very encourag- look what they accomplished. I believe our
ing. They ran very smart and executed top six can pack it up with almost any
team."
well," said Mansur-Wentworth.
Mansur-Wentworth also noted ·that
running in a pack helped many of the i:unFor the women, however, Mansurners finish as high as they did.
Wentwo1th hopes they can remain focused on the
"It probably helped (Lou) Snelling a race plan. They werealsoatadisadvantagein that
lot, since it was ~is first collegiate race," Micah Adraini, a preseason top five runner, had
she commented. "(Jason) Sullivan ran ter- not been cleared to run. Hopefully, with Adraini
rific. It was probably one of his best races back, they'll quickly prove that the UCF Invitaever and Plasencia was able to outkick tional was just a warm-up for things to come.
by MIKE HORNBERG
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The Golden Knights defense will have to be wary of the Seminoles trick_
plays, such as this direct snap from the center to the tailback.

Volleyball team pushes its home
winning streak to four games
by DANIELLE FERNEZ
Staff writer

photo/SOLARES

Golden Knight sophomore middle hitter, Tyra Harper, was named to the alltournament team this past weekend in a tournament in New Orleans .

The University of Central Florida
volleyball team won its fourth consecutive
home game Sunday with a decisive victory
over Georgia Southern University, 15-2,
15-5, 17-15.
Although the scoreboard reflected a
one-sided match, Georgia
Southern fought hard getting into long rallies with
the Golden Knights and
forcing UCF to play solid
defense and aggressive offense.
The Golden Knights
were led by junior transfer
from Russia Renata
Menchikova with 13 kills.
Sophomore
Suzie
Queisser added ten kills to the UCF offensive atlack. Queisser's sister, Emily, had a
team high 34 assists.
Defensively, Mechikova and Suzie
Queisser also played solidly with eight and
nine digs, respectively.
With tile match being so one-sided,
Coach Laura Smith had the opportunity to
use her bench and find out what she had
waiting to back up her starters .
"The game against Georgia Southern
gave me the chance to take a look at what
I've got to work with this season," said

Coach Smith. "I learned that 1 have great
depth on my bench."
Smith continued, "The bench doesn't
get to play a lot, but they are always ready
to play. They are very supportive of the
starters."
Anabel Marcos, a sophomore who is
out for the season with a knee injury, agrees
..
with Smith.
"Out of al I the teams,
we have played against this
season, no team has a better bench than us," said
Marcos. "We have the
most talent, the most spirit
and give each more upport than other benches."
Also, UCF had a
strong showing this past
weekend at a tournament
in New Orleans, winning
three out of its four games against Middle
Tenne ee University, Tulane and Nichols
StateU niversity.
The three wins plaGed the Golden
Knights second in the tournament behind
the University of Alabama. Tyra Harper
and Mechikova were chosen for the alltournament team. Once again, Smith gives
much credit to her bench for the weekend
wins.
"I can't say enough about my bench,"
explains Smith. 'This past weekend opened
my eyes to just how lucky I am."

